
Don’t Tread On Me – page 1	
Ed Cash, Scott Cash, Franni Cash, Martin Cash, Andrew Bergthold, Dm, 140 bpm	

 
Intro Dm (4x) 
 
[Verse] 
Dm     Dm7                        Dm6                            A#/D 
Oh no you’ve done it now, gone against the king, gone against the crown 
Dm     Dm7                        Dm6                      A#/D 
Oh no you’ve done it now, time to feel the fire 
Dm       Dm7                      Dm6                          A#/D 
Rumors spreading around, how could you think He would stay down 
Dm       Dm7                      Dm6                    A#/D 
Rumors spreading around, nothing but a liar 
 
[Chorus] 
Dm                       Dm7                           Dm6                        A#/D 
Get on outta here, get on up and leave, ain’t no devil gonna tread on me 
Dm                                       Dm7                    Dm6                     A#/D 
He’s choking on the blood, that ran down the tree, ain’t no devil gonna tread on me 
 
Dm   Dm7   Dm6   A#/D  (2x) 
 
[Verse] 
Dm     Dm7                        Dm6                            A#/D 
Oh no you’ve done it now, gone against the king, gone against the crown 
Dm     Dm7                        Dm6                      A#/D 
Oh no you’ve done it now, time to feel the fire 
Dm       Dm7                      Dm6                   A#/D 
Rumors spreading around, how could think He would stay down 
Dm       Dm7                      Dm6                    A#/D 
Rumors spreading around, nothing but a liar 
 
[Chorus 2x, 1st time unison, 2nd time parts] 
Dm                       Dm7                           Dm6                        A#/D 
Get on outta here, get on up and leave, ain’t no devil gonna tread on me 
Dm                                       Dm7                    Dm6                     A#/D 
He’s choking on the blood, that ran down the tree, ain’t no devil gonna tread on me 
 
 



Don’t Tread On Me – page 2	
 
Dm  (4 measures) 
 
[Bridge] 
A#                             Dm                     A#                               Dm 
No weapon formed, against me, shall prosper don’t tread on me 
A#                             Dm                     A#                               Dm 
No weapon formed, against me, shall prosper don’t tread on me 
A#                             Dm                     A#                               Dm 
No weapon formed, against me, shall prosper don’t tread on me 
A#                             Dm                     A#                         Dm 
No weapon formed, against me, shall prosper in JESUS name 
 
[Tag 2x] 
A#    Dm     F     C 
OH   OH     OH  OH 
  
[Chorus 2x, 1st time drums, 2nd time parts] 
Dm                       Dm7                           Dm6                        A#/D 
Get on outta here, get on up and leave, ain’t no devil gonna tread on me 
Dm                                       Dm7                    Dm6                     A#/D 
He’s choking on the blood, that ran down the tree, ain’t no devil gonna tread on me 
 
(tab end just vocals: “ain’t no devil gonna tread on me”)	


